Effects of eccentric training with different training frequencies on blood circulation, collagen fiber orientation, and mechanical properties of human Achilles tendons in vivo.
The purpose of the present study was to compare the effects of eccentric training with different training frequencies on the blood circulation, collagen orientation, and mechanical properties of the human Achilles tendon in vivo. Ten healthy males completed 12 weeks of a unilateral eccentric training program {(15 repetitions with knee straight and 15 repetitions with knee slightly bent) × 6 sets in a single session} for the plantar flexor muscles. They performed training three times per week on one side (3TW) and six times per week on the other side (6TW). Before and after training, changes in blood volume, coefficient of variation (CV) of echogenicity (reflects collagen fiber orientation), and stiffness of the Achilles tendon were compared by two-way analysis of variance. The tendon blood volume tended to increase after 3TW and 6TW (p = 0.064). Tendon stiffness did not change after 3TW and 6TW, whereas the elongation of tendon structures at three force levels (50, 100, and 150 N) significantly decreased with 3TW, but not 6TW. The CV of echogenicity significantly decreased after 3TW and 6TW. However, no significant differences were observed in the relative changes in these measured variables between 3TW and 6TW. The present results demonstrated an increase in blood volume, the alignment of collagen fibers, and unchanged stiffness of the Achilles tendon after 12 weeks of eccentric training. Furthermore, the training frequency did not influence these training-induced changes in the tendon properties.